The recent feasibility of pre-stack wave-equation migration explains the renewal of interest in this technique. This paper first discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the different extrapolation schemes available for wave-equation migration. An algorithm for resampling the shot gathers to a regular grid before shot-record wave-equation migration is then presented. The question of what to expect from a wave-equation migration compared to a Kirchhoff one is then adressed, based on a synthetic and a real data example. Finally, the possibility of using wave-equation migration for velocity model updating is discussed.
Introduction
Until 1994, 3D pre-stack depth migration was unaffordable, and post-stack migrations were run by wave-equation migrations. Kirchhoff migration gained popularity by making 3D pre-stack depth migration economically feasible by the mid 1990's. The approximation on which Kirchhoff migration is based is a high-frequency approximation that makes the Green function localized in time. Kirchhoff migration is related to wave-equation migration is the same manner as classical mechanics to quantum mechanics. A stationary phase approximation is used in Kirchhoff migration to model the impulse response as one (or several) events localized in time, while wave-equation migration make no time localization assumption. Although considerable efforts have been spent into improving Kirchhoff migration by taking into account amplitudes and multipathing, there is an increasing tendency to believe that wave equation migration is the correct way to migrate in complex media. This is supported by theoretical consideration and synthetic examples. The drawback of wave-equation migration is the CPU time it needs. However, O'Brien and Etgen (1998) pointed out that sparse receiver and dense shooting geometries, which are common in ocean-bottom acquisitions, can be migrated economically by wave equation. Using the reciprocity principle, the shot-record migration (Claerbout, 1971) can be used, where each shot is migrated independently, by propagating a synthetic downgoing field together with the measured upgoing field, and obtaining the reflectivity by crosscorrelation. Shot record migration has a cost proportional to the number of shots, and do not depend on the number of receiver per shot, while Kirchhoff migration, where each trace is migrated independently, has a cost proportional to the number of traces. Of course the proportionality constant is bigger for shot record migration, but it can become economical for acquisition with a great number of receivers per shot (or vice-versa).
Wavefield extrapolation
In wave-equation migration, the propagation in depth of the wavefield is usually done recursively, by incremental propagation of step ∆z. Several ways exist to propagate a wavefield in a laterally varying velocity field. We can basically distinguish three families: implicit, mixed k − x methods (PSPI for example), and explicit. All three families have numerous implementations, but I will try to summarize their features in terms of speed, propagation of high angles in laterally varying velocity, isotropy at high angles, numerical dispersion and stability by the following table:
Speed Hgh ang. Isotr. Disp. Stab.
The explicit migration is the only one that has no drawback: it can migrate at a reasonable cost, in arbitrary laterally varying velocity fields, all azimuths at relatively high angles (>70 degrees), does not exhibit numerical dispersion (does not need small ∆x − ∆y sampling intervals), and is stable except in pathological velocity models (vertical wells of low velocity imbedded in a high velocity background) (Etgen, 1994) . The only drawback of explicit migration is that it is difficult to implement in an efficient manner. In this paper, the wave-equation migration used is a shot-record migration based on the extrapolation design described in Soubaras (1996) . It is a L-∞ optimization of coefficients which weight, either the data itself in the 2D case, or recursive applications of a Laplacian operator to the data in the 3D case. This design guarantees that the extrapolation is correct in a (f − kx − ky) domain corresponding to propagations up to a given dip, and in a (kx − ky) domain corresponding to a given percentage of the spatial Nyquist bandwidth, whatever the velocity model is. Typical values are 70 degrees and 70% Nyquist. Figure 1 shows the 3D impulse response of such an operator in a constant velocity of 3000m/s. The sampling intervals are ∆x=25m, ∆y=25m, the bandwidth of the wavelet is 65 Hz. The depth slice corresponds to 70 degrees. 
Resampling to regular grid
The resampling of the shot gathers to a regular grid is an essential step of shot-record wave-equation migration. This step can be done by assuming the wavefield occupies a given percentage of the Nyquist bandwidth of the output grid. This is the same assumption which is done by the wavefield propagation in explicit methods. 
Let us suppose we want to estimate the wavefield U at a position (x, y). We select the receiver positions which are close to the wanted position, (xi, yi)i=1,..,P . We then compute the corresponding Wiener filter by computing the data covariance matrix R and the data-model expectation vector c:
The Wiener filter h is computed by:
Once the filter for a (x, y) position is computed, it can be applied for all times:
The Wiener filter minimizes the variance of the estimation error, the minimum value being:
By using this procedure for all (x, y) positions of the desired regular grid, we can resample the irregular shot gather to a regular grid. We also have a variance estimate for each output point that allows invalidation of unreliable output points (in practice those will correspond to holes in the receiver coverage).
Synthetic data
The 2D SEG-EAGE salt model (O'Brien and Gray, 1996) is a complex velocity field suitable for comparing migration methods. Figure 2 shows Figure 3 shows a muted time-slice of a receiver gather with each pixel at the exact source location and the regularly resampled gather derived by the proposed resampling algorithm. As a preliminary test to a full 3D migration, a 2D line was extracted from the data and migrated by Kirchhoff and wave-equation. The results of the Kirchhoff and wave-equation migrations in the target area are shown in Figure 4 . As expected from the velocity field, which is quasi-1D, the results are quite similar. However, closer inspection shows that, although the imaged structures are roughly the same, the wave-equation migration is superior from the signal processing point of view: it shows both greater resolution and lower noise.
Velocity QC
Shot-record migration allows image gathers to be plotted for QC and update of the velocity model: the contribution of each shot can be plotted before stacking. Unlike Kirchhoff migration where offset is the horizontal scale, the horizontal axis is the distance between the imaged and the source point, something like the half-offset in a 1D media. In Figure 5 , the image gathers for the position at 1.25 km from the left of the migration images are displayed for both migrations. The good behaviour of the gathers until 3 km can be checked. The image gather from the wave equation migration allows a QC of the velocity at least as good as the one from Kirchhoff migration.
Conclusion
The two major issues for shot-record wave-equation migration are the choice of the extrapolation scheme and the resampling procedure. Several extrapolation schemes for wave-equation migration were compared in respect with various criteria, showing that the explicit scheme is the only one having no drawbacks. It was shown that the resampling to a regular grid can be done on the same assumption as the retained explicit scheme, which is preservation of a given percentage of the Nyquist region. of a given percentage of the spatial Nyquist bandwidth. 
